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Contingent Realms

Four Contemporary Sculptors

In the wake oi the recent explosion of appropriation art — the quotation and cooption

of existing imagery and objects, particularly from the media and industry — new st\-

listic and conceptual forms have arisen. These forms, represented hv the artists in

"Contingent Realms," are neither purcK' appropriational nor pureK" imented. Linda

Roush lifts manufactured domestic objects and found photographs, altering their color

and original use and recontextualizing them within compositions of her own de\ising;

Jessica Stockholder combines secondhand clothing, appliances, street detritus, personal

items, and construction materials — much of which she paints. Sarah Seager appropri-

ates utilitarian items such as a.\ handles and furniture legs and minimizes their original

purpose b\- isolating them and using monochrome white elements; and Lisa Hoke has

made casts from vegetables and recentK' has begun to incorporate inexpensne commer-

cial items into her abstract linear structures. But to confuse resemblance with depen-

dence would be a mistake. In the \'er\' process of appropriating^, these artists depart

from appropriation art.

With much appropriated art there is a sense of futilit\', a belief that originalit\' is

extremely limited, if not altogether impossible. These artists acknowledge that reference

to preexisting cultural manifestations is both inescapable and even desirable. However,

for them, the potential of creation itself is real: not through a romantic belief in the

discover;' of entirely new forms, but through hybridization, that is, the selective, strate-

gic, and unabashed amalgamation of what already exists with elements drav\'n from the

imagination. As Jessica Stockholder has written, "It is exciting to realize that meaning is

of our own making both collectiveK' and indnidually . . . The knowleds^e that we ha\e

invented our own world does not erase the possibilit\' that we might belie\'e in it."

The work of these four artists is hybrid in form no less than in content. Although

their art seems to be sculptural, it resists such a definitive label, for it addresses issues

akin to two-dimensional media — painting, drawing, and photograph\' — as well as to

sculpture itself Two of the artists, Sarah Seager and Jessica Stockholder, began their

careers as painters and currently use paint as an integral aspect of their constructions.
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Lind.i RoLish, who bc^an as a weaver, is now most concerned with the use of h^^ht,

reflection, shadow, transparency and other two-dimensional effects. Lisa Hoke, the

most classic sculptor of the group, creates objects that allude as much to drawing

as to three-dimensionalit\'.

Most important, the work ot these artists is architecturalK' based because it encom-

passes or impinges on its emironment. This is not, however, environmental or installa-

tion art, which is pnmariK' concerned with the transformation of space, often through

an o\ert theatricality. Hoke's wire sculptures could not e.xist without the ceiling and

wall through which the\' are threaded; objects in Stockholder's site-specific "installa-

tions" frequentK' lean against, are anchored in, or are attached to the walls. Roush

is often inspired by "utopian" architects, such as Mies \an der Rohe, and their use of

glass; and Sarah Seager's objects, though intrinsicalK' less architectural because of their

spareness, fragilitv, and the way the\' rel\' on the walls and floor, are more dependent on

and call attention to the architecture of the gallery itself. The modification of space,

although purposeful, seems to be an almost casual consequence of their specific interest

in object making. In the end, the significance of each work resides in how and what

it reveals about the conventions of the gallery.

Generally speaking, these artists attempt to maintain a critical sometimes uneasy,

balance among the pictorial, the sculptural, and the architectural. These are conditional

works: if vou read them as paintings >'ou draw certain conclusions; if \ou read them

sculpturally or architecturalK' \'Ou dra\\' others. Their success in large measure lies in

their indefinable state, their unstable relationship to the world at large, and the disori-

enting psychological, perceptual, and physical effect the\' ha\'e on the viewer.

Lisa Hoke's organic and technological forms are precarious in more sense than one.

Works such as Lcvcc ( 1987J and Eijuilibriutu i 1989 ) are carefulK- but dangerousK' bal-

anced. The latter is a c\'clonic mass of pendulous wire scribbles perilousK' held abo\'e

the viewer's head by the weight of a compact, solitary torpedo shape. Levee consists of

a large metal hoop anchored fast to the wall b\' the pressure of a gourdlike element.

The dramatic gestural qualities of the wire in Et^uilihrium and the restrained linearity

of Levee suggest drawings in space. The delicate tension between their two- and three-

dimensionality is as crucial as the weights that keep them suspended. Each work also

has abstract qualities that are offset b\' referential elements. The torpedo form of

Lisa Hoke, Malaprop. iggo



Equdihrtuvi recalls the arcis: s childhood as the daii^jhter ot a Nav\- test pilot, while

in Lcvct the fleshN', wac^s^ish Ne^^etahle. an archet\nal, organic form, compensates tor the

severe ijeometnc linearit\- and impersonalit\' ot the w ire and hoop. In such works, the

anecdotal is balanced w ith the iinnersal, the se\ere with the humorous.

Plexus (1988; IS an unassuming, intimate, but absorbing work. A pair ot circular

metal plates is as\mmetricall\' afti.xed to adjacent corners ot a wall; between the plates,

on a web of four w ires, are suspended three lozenge shapes that look more like smooth

pebbles than metal. The circular forms themseKes are two-dimensional, cuasi-pictorial

compositions ot scratched lines. The network o\ steel gra\' w ires is reminiscent ot

Richard Turtle s wire pieces; when seen in relationship to the ott-center line of the cor-

ner, the aspect ot three-dimensional drawing in space is emphasized, further sustaining

a pictorial reading. At the same time, the structural emplacements and connections in

Plexus heighten the \'iewer's awareness of the architecture. The supporting wall struc-

ture is as important as the work itself

Hoke's aptl\- named Malaprop 1990 : is a jocular composition of dark, looseK- coiled

wire and a clear plastic, striated, and polka-dot shower curtain. The emphatic circular

form of the wire is whimsicall\' echoed b\- the colorful spots on the curtain. Although

the work permits and even beckons us to mo\e around it, it is essentialK- a two-

dimensional piece that defeats a purel\- sculptural reading because it can be seen at once

from a single point of view. The polka dots phu'fullv suggest the optical configurations

painted in the earl\- igCxis hv artists such as Larr\' Poons, w hilc the ponderous, horizon-

tal metal bar and the title itself pun on Richard Serra s lead sculpture Prep 1968 . Like

Serra s work, man\- of Hoke's sculptures are precariousK' balanced but. unlike Prep,

the\' remain stable and xnacious rather than treacherous.

Sarah Seager continues to create and exhibit drawings and paintings. Other works,

howe\er, move out of the realm of painting and into a w ider arena. Here it is not

merel\- the fact that she fabricates, finds, and alters objects, btit that the work is condi-

tional and pro\ocati\e. The monochromatic use of white joins the disparate forms. As

Gaston Bachelard has w ritten in his Poetics of Space. ".\ sin^^le \alue suffices to coordi-

nate an\' number of dreams. .And it is alwa\s like that, the poetic image is under the

domination of a heightened quality " So it is with white in Seager's work: it coordi-

nates but does not fix forms and meanings. It is against this field of potentialit\-

and diminished distractions that Seager ciuieth' p>ro\okes our fanc\.



Sarah Seager, Octagon. 1990

Handles 1 1990 ) is a grouping ot se\en handles oi \arious cools — axes, mallets, and

hammers. The\' lean, rh\'thmicall\- arranged in a s\-mmetrical sequence against a white

wall. Six of the handles have a smgle, narrow band of industrial white enamel. Seager s

alterations are so slight; the bands themseh-es look almost as if the\' were original to

the handles. The\' intensif\' our awareness of the grain of the wood, the \ariations

of shape, and the angle of displa\'.

Other works b\- Seager propose that the\' might be thought of in terms of painting

as much as sculpture. The Rati > 1990 1 is a spare, 8-foot strip of folded steel that rests

e\er so gingerK' on two brown, some\\hat decoratue metal feet. The rail looks specialK'

fabricated while the feet ha\'e the appearance of found and transplanted objects. The

steel bar, graceful, ethereal, and the epitome of whiteness, like a single, isolated stroke

of paint, could be interpreted as a metaphor for the relationship of paint, or painting,

to Its ph\sical support. Is the difference between a painting and a sculpture the dif-

ference between fusion and separation?

Untitled (Lean) (19901 — 3 painted white camas resting against the wall — seems to

ask, at what point does a painting become a sculpture or \ice versa? The paint is



Sarah Seager, Handles, iggo

contingent on the support oi the camas, the cam'as is contingent on the wall, the wall

IS contingent on the architecture, and we the \ie\vers are part oi this uncertain relation-

ship. The symmetrical arrangement of Octagon (1990J, with its eight thin strips oi steel,

painted with white enamel constitutes a two-dimensional composition. Seen from

a short distance, the strips illusionisticalK' recede into space. The white metal lines vir-

tualK' adhere to the floor and seem as li the\' could or should extend, thus implicating

the architecture itself. The floor becomes the canvas for the sculpture. The intnnsicalK'

sculptural aspect of this work is subtle indeed: the triangular segments of the octagon

are shallow, low-relief \oids created bv the nexus of the bars.

Works such as A Record of 100,000 Sighs (1989J and Songfor the Participation of

Letters (1990), by virtue of their whiteness, are connected to Seager's preoccupation

with pigment and surface. The\' also accentuate her concern for the aural connotations

of \isual forms, for the ephemerality of music. Record consists of ten stacks of ten white



\in\l records resnns^ on a w Kite base and ensconced in a hermenc plexiijlass case. Sea^^er

recorded the sound oi a sinsjle siijh, which was reproduced on each record. presiimabK'

a thousand times. Despite the muteness of the records on dispLu' and the stabihtv and

deadpan monoton\- of their geometric forms, the work is pro\ocati\e. W^hat would

these records sound Hke? Wh\' look at something \'ou can't hear? Like the infamous

Venetian Bridge of Sighs o\er which man\- doomed souls passed on their wav to

execution, w hat matters is not actualitx' but the potenc\' that such a metaphor holds

for the imagination.

Song IS a silent song. Two thin, illuminated fluorescent tubes are placed end to

end — extending ii feet in length — and fastened to the wall. The electric wires are

exposed to \iew and drop perfunctoriK' to the floor socket. Silkscreened at discrete

inter\als on the wall just above the tube are a series of letters and s\mbols which sug-

gest a musical or literar\' form of notation. The letters beckon a silent recitation and

the sounds of the repeated s\'llables are reminiscent of a nonsensical children s rh\me

that might accompam- hopscotch or jump rope. The composition of the linear sculp-

tural forms of the tubes and the white wires combines with the diagrammed letters to

create a pictorial effect. Despite its unassuming modesty, Seng, with its fluorescent glow,

casts the architecture under its long, silent spell.

Jessica Stockholder creates conditions and sets up situations using recognizable forms

and materials, which she combines in a no\el wa\' so as to give rise to a h\brid \o-

cabular\'. This she accomplishes b\' playing \arious aspects of the work against one

another: the original function of the found forms against her alteration of them:

preexisting colors and tones against applied colors; the literal three-dimensionalit\ of

the work against the imposition of a painterK' rwo-dimensional structure: and free-

standing, sculptural independence against a forceful relationship to the architecture.

Through these oppositional modes. Stockholder incubates chaos, w hich in turn

gives birth to something unknow n.

Untitled (1989) is a freestanding object that looks like a sandwich board advertise-

ment seated on the floor. Although it can be readiK' \iewed as a sculpture in the round,

it can also be interpreted as a double-sided painting. And each side is radicalK' different

from the other. From one angle the \iewer sees a rather minimal compositic^n: a large

white rectangle of sheetrock dominates, counterbalanced hv the oft-white and black

elements of the car door, the almost incidental element of the electric \iA\t. and the



seemingK' indiscriminate swath of \'ellow oil paint on the door and on the wmdow

frame. On the other side, there is a surprising jumble of colliding forms and materials.

Closer obser\ation reveals that Stockholder has cleverl\- used color and shape to unify

what av first looks disparate. The black paint on the car window and its frame continues

into the wood so as to create a square, which in turn repeats the square form painted

on the sheetrock; the yellow paint on the sheetrock is extended to the car door and

IS also picked up b\' the color of the electric cord that meanders unceremoniously to the

socket. Untitled can also be considered in architectonic terms as a wall that partitions

space. One side may be interpreted as an interior, the other as an exterior. Ultimately,

what is so compelling is the work's indeterminate nature. Although the materials them-

selves are not unfamiliar as objects or, for that matter as art materials, we are perplexed

as to the rules of Stockholder's \isual game. The work remains somewhat disconcert-

ing, yet there is something comfortable, something human about it.

This vaguely familiar element, while present in much of Stockholder's work, is never

sentimental. In Kissing the H'all #y with Yellow ( 1990J, the title even suggests human

activity. The work is efTectivcK' and affectiveK' connected to the architecture b\' a patch

of plastic painted \'ellow, affixed in a seemingK' nonchalant manner to the adjacent wall,

and by the light reflecting off it. The superabundant spools of thread encrusted by

cloth and newspaper and the old chair, whose frame is partially painted to promote a

pictorial reading, ha\'e associational qualities of warmth, of an interior setting, and of

the homemade and handmade. The oxerall form e\en has anthropomorphic allusions.

One is almost tempted to sec such a work in narratne terms. However, the bright

colors, prosaic materials, and the emphasis on pictorial, sculptural, and architectural

interplay ultimately lend the work a cool impersonality and an insistent materiality

that negates a purely fictional reading.

A work such as Kissing the Wall #2 ( 1988 j. carefulK' balanced on its three thin legs,

seems a bit more \ulnerable. It is relatnelv spare: white predominates, and the painted

palette is limited to three colors, while the "natural " palette of the found objects adds

several more neutral tones. The single isolated band of color on the wall and the puny

fluorescent light fixture tentati\'ely connected to the socket by a thin white wire seem

to be in comersation with this inanimate, three-legged creature. The work is also a wry

comment on the objects themselves and their original use. The screen not onl\' has

light projected onto it, but it also reflects colored light back onto the wall. In the final

Jessica Stockholder, Kissing the Wall #) with Yellow. 1990





Jessica Stockholder, L ntnlcd. 1989

anaKsis, this work too, despite its \ulnerahilit\ and humor, is dispassionateK detached

and artihcial. Paradoxically it is throu>?h the balance ok such opposites — human and

artihcial. fictional and tactual, pictorial and sculptural — chat Stockholder not only

expands what \ie\\ers see but u hat the\- teel.

Linda Roush s works often begin v\ith or include \'essels of various sorts — bowls,

N'ases, and dishes — used for their surface and their spatial qualities. But, most signifi-

cant, these receptacles mav be seen as metaphors for the ^allerv architecture itself: the\'

allude to issues of interior and exterior space, solid and \oid. li^^ht and darkness. In

Inside the While Cube: The Ideology of the Gallerx Space. Brian 0'Dohcrt\- wrote: 'A gallery

is constructed along laws as rigorous as those for building a medieval church. The out-

side world must not come in. so windows are usuall\' sealed off. Walls are painted

white. The ceiling becomes the source of light. The wooden floor is polished so that

you click along clinically. ... In this context a standing ashtray becomes almost a sacred



object. " Roush takes tiill ad\antaae ot this situation to comment on the process of aes-

theticization, to call attention to and subtK' subvert the conditions and conventions oi

viewing art, and to push the limits oi two- and three-dimensional representation.

Projector (1989), for example, consists of an ornate, wrought- iron lamp placed on a

pedestal which projects from the wall. The lamp has two bulbs, masked so as to "pro-

ject" rectangles of light onto two photographic transparencies of a man spraying water

with a hose, which are set into a construction of mirrors and plexiglass. The lamp

seems as if it might be projecting the image while the "spra\' of light" is a \isual pun

on the activitv depicted in the photograph. Furthermore, because each photograph is

transparent and repeated in the mirror, the two-dimensional image appears to be three-

dimensional and the spra\' seems to be not water but light. The mantle-shaped pedestal

in combination with the lamp and photograph echoes a domestic interior and alters the

character of the space from that of a galler\' to that of a Ining room, consequently

causing the \'iewer to consider the whole assemblage in terms of a prnate displa\' as

much as a public one. The wa\' in which the pedestal ho\ers abo\e the floor and the

shadows and reflections that pla\' across the wall make us cognizant of the incidental

seemingly extra-aesthetic details of display itself. In the t\'pical viewing experience, light

is reflected off the glass covering a painting — a reflection we tr\' to ignore but which

remains an una\oidable part of the experience. Roush makes what is usually thought

of as a detriment into a focal point. Everything is under consideration, e\en our own

responses: what do we "project" on the work?

In Point of Origin (1989), Roush also poses a question about the artificial and arbi-

trary limitations of the gallery space. There are two elements in the work. The first is

a photographic view of a mountain inset into the wall, which suggests a window to the

outside, to the space be\'ond the confines of the gallen-. The caption under the photo-

graph reads "Mount Ararat, where rested Noah's Ark," and the mountain itself has

been airbrushed a phosphorescent green. Standing several feet in front of the photo-

graph IS the second element, a strange unidentifiable object that from the exterior looks

like a rectilinear pedestal and on the interior is a sensuous conca\e green form — in fact

a mold made from the outside of a piece of Red Wing potter\'. The color inside the

mold matches the green of the photograph and the curvature of the top of the mold

reflects the shape of the mountain. Together, mountain and mold propose a male-

female relationship. Both, in effect, represent concepts of birth; the photographed





mountain depicts the place where Noah and his wife, his children, and the animals

emerged from the ark to repopulate the world; the mold is a symbolic womblike form.

Is the point ot origin literalK' or metaphoricalK' somewhere outside the gallery as the

picture-window suggests? Is it somewhere below in the interior space oi the cast? Is

history, as represented by the photograph, neutralized by the aesthetics oi the gallery?

Like Projector, Point of Origin also poses questions about what the \iewer brings to

the experience oi an art work. The \iewpoint from which the work can be compre-

hended is as ambiguous as the work's "origin": \'Ou have to look down to inspect the

\'ase and up to see the photograph. The conceptual and physical space between the

objects is as much a part of Point of Origin as are the objects themselves. The only

place where space and objects coincide is in the mind of the viewer — which thereby

becomes an equally valid "point of origin.

"

Roush's emphasis on the viewer and the act of seeing and percei\'ing is even more

CN'ident in Green Canon (1989). The sculptural substance of this work — a table, a trans-

parent green glass bowL a colorless plexiglass dome surmounting a piece of silk, and an

eyeglass lens containing ground pigment — is disembodied by the transmission and

refraction of light. The word canon suggests a schematic set of principles, but also has

religious overtones that parallel the almost spiritual qualities of the wondrous shadows

and brilliant light, evocative of light passing through a stained-glass window. The

process of sight may be magical, but optics and the banal objects which constitute

the "real" Green Canon are not.

Although a work such as Green Canon has transcendental qualities, it goes beyond

O'Doherty's "ashtray as sacred object." It refers back to the real world, with its ordi-

nary activities and objects. With its light, apertures, and lenses. Green Canon may be

seen as an analogy for the eye itself It is a reminder of what is physiologically happen-

ing to the viewer: a simple, common act of visual perception, one that is not unique to

the gallery experience. The commonplace bowl and table, with a few minor alterations,

look much like the average side table in the typical home; thus art also is potentially

everywhere. Roush succeeds, as do the other artists in the exhibition, because she

relies on her ability to make the aesthetic — the pictorial, the sculptural, and

the architectural — contingent on the real.

Adam D. Weinberg

Linda Roush, Crccn Canon. 1989





Works in the Exhibition

Dimension arc in inches; height precedes width

precedes depth

Lisa Hoke b. 195a)

Lcvcc. 1987

Cast iron, steel, and wire, 108 x 60 x 60

Collection oi Jettre\- and Melanie Ambindcr and

Marc and Livia Straus

Plexus. 1988

Cast iron, steel, and wire, 10 x 48 x 10

Collection ot the artist

Projector. 1989

Lamp, photographic transparency, plexiglass,

mirror, wood pedestal, and latex paint,

64 X 48 X 6

Ccillection ot the artist

Resonance. 1990

Copper tra\', Flashe paint, silk, and plaster.

10 X 14/; X ^'A

Collection oi the artist

Ecjuilihrium . 1989

Cast iron, steel, and wire, 120 x 216 x 60

Collection ot the artist

Malaprop. 1990

Pipe, plastic, steel, and u ire, 108 x 60 x 12

Collection ot the artist

Linda Roush b. 1955)

Green Canon. 1989

Halogen li^ht with t;reen lens, glass, plexiglass,

silk, wood table, pigment, and plastic lens,

i&'A X 18/. x 18/.

Private collection

Point of Origin, 1989

Photographic transparency mirror, h\drostone,

wood pedestal, and acr\'lic paint, 12 x 19

(photograph 1; 5 1 x 24/j x b'A

(mold on pedestal 1

Collection ot the artist

Tower. 1990

Silk, \\ood, plexiglass, anodized aluminum,

and glue, 152 x 110 x 19

Site-specitic installation

Sarah Seager b. 1958)

.4 Record of 100,000 Sighs. 1989

Recorded sound on \in\l. latex, wood,

and plexiglass, jo x 144 x 12

Collection ot Ja\' Chiat

Handles. 1990

Wood and enamel, ^2x26 x ^

Collection ot Sidra Stich

Octagon. 1990

Enamel on steel, 72 x 72 x !4

Burnett Miller Galler\', Los Angeles

Linda Roush, Point of Origin. 1989 15



Rati. 1990

Enamel on steel, 9 x 96 x 5'/

Burnett Miller Gallery. Los Angeles

Songfor the Participation of Letters. 1990

Fluorescent tubes, electrical cord, and enamel

62 X 128 \ 4

Burnett Miller Gallery. Los Angeles

Vntitled (Lean). 1990

Latex and enamel on canvas, 96 x 72 x I'A

Burnett Miller Galler\', Los Angeles

2 X ^ Plus. 1990

Ironing board, two-by-four garment bag, hanger,

hardware, cloth, paper, acrylic, enamel, oil paint,

newspaper, glue, and carpet, 65 x j2, depth

variable

American Fine Arts, Co., New \brk

Vntitled. 1990

Part ot metal chair, wool blanket, cardboard,

metal studs hinged to «all, paint, stuffed animal,

29 high, width and depth xariahlc

Dannheisser 1-oundation, New ^brk

Jessica Stockholder b. 1959)

Kissmg the Wall #z, 1988

Slide projector screen, ne\\spaper, plaster, oil and

acrylic pamt, nuorescent tube with gelatm sleeve,

and wall paper, 51 high, width and depth variable

American Fine Arts, Co., New York

Vntitled. 1989

Car door, sheetrock, cloth, oil. acr\lic and latex

paint, incandescent light, electrical cord, wood.

and hardware, 42 high, width and depth \ariable

Collection of Alice and Marvin Kosmin

Kissing the Wall #y with Yellow. 1990

Spools oi thread and wool, metal strapping,

plastic cord, cloth, wood, chair, oil, latex and

acr\lic paint, fiuorescent light, paper, and i^lue,

30 x 56 X 54

Collection of Carol and Arthur Goldberg
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